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INVISION
SPECTATOR
Dear friends,
We are initiating this newsletter with the aim of promoting
passion, creativity and innovation of Inmantecians . So if you
really want to show off your craft (painting, photography,
writing, etc. ) or have a start up/ initial concept, contact us at
invision.spectator@inmantec.edu and let us help you make
famous !! All suggestions & feedbacks are also welcome.
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Something you don't know about

Valentine
Valentine's Day, or St Valentine's Day, is
celebrated every year on 14 February. It is the day of
celebrating love & affection. Everyone knows how is it
celebrated, but do you know 'why' is it celebrated ??
Click here to know the history.

Jeff Bezos to
TECH
step down
as Amazon CEO UPDATE
Jeff Bezos is going the route of

Steve Jobs, Bill Gates and Larry Page, turning over the CEO
responsibilities of Amazon to Andy Jassy.

Click here to know more.

NATIONAL START-UP
AWARDS 2020
Indian startup ecosystem has grown
current
stuff
to be the third-biggest in the world. In
order to appreciate entrepreneurs and
innovation in the country, the government of India organized its
first National Startups Awards. A number of startups from 12
different sectors received the national award from commerce
minister Piyush Goyal.
Click here to know about winners.

KNOW YOUR ALUMNI
DOLLY GOEL
BCA Batch - 2013-16
MCA Batch - 2016-18
Working with - Nucleus Software Export Ltd.
(Prior to this, working for 'Javatpoint')
If you wanna connect with her, then you can
mail her - dollygoel68@gmail.com

SEARCHING FOR

EVENT PLANNERS ?
PROMOTING
PASSION

Do you want to make your events even
more special and memorable ?
A team of skilled event planners is here
to facilitate your events, 'FUSION
LIGHTS'.
Do contact them.
Check their profile here

THE ODORE ROOSEVELT

---NEW KEYWORDS--Technical

WALKING SKELETON
A walking skeleton, in the context
of software development, is a minimal
initial implementation of an
application's architecture that includes
and connects the basic components of
the system.

CORPORATE SYNERGY Management
It usually refers to coordinating and
collaborating more effectively in an
organization. You'll want to use it
where appropriate on an ongoing basis.

DO YOU
KNOW ??
The first Apple logo isn’t
what you would think.
Originally, it featured Sir Isaac Newton
sitting beneath a tree, with an apple about to fall on his head.
It was designed back in 1976 and featured a phrase around the
border which read “Newton…A mind forever voyaging through
strange seas of thought…alone”.
Seems kind of dark!
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